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The Institute of Nuclear Research of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences
(ATOMKl) has been developing research equipments for dr~ades. The main
branches of development are: .! f

- nuclear instruments
- mass spectrometers
- electron spectrometers
- high voltage power supplies
- semiconductor X-ray and Gamma-ray detectors-. :' J..~li t=~!~. ~I "1.,

- electronic measurement and control equipment
- vacuum system components: chamber~, fittings.pumps, g~.t!g,~~J.~~c.
_data acquisitionand analysis," L '1· . ,> A ' i.';,' U,4' ,A" •
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;9-<1 ~~Pr:r~!lt. 'YRr~fs.'~one by a team, oJ..~1Ie~Fers ~~;phy~'cists~ and the
manufacturing work is carried out by some 40 te~A~ifia~tgp4Skil~~g ~Qrk~~s in the
following facilities:
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1600 II?-2ine'chani~ai worksh6pj~paEe ~lt~.60'nnfv1{ibl1?ac~es rJ. ~ .
200 ril2'laboratory space for electroiiic:ttivelopnrent ecitiippe{jiwftH

computers for computer'aideddesign'{CAI>y:r q ~i - .US)

200 m2laboratory sp~ce for vacuum fechno,lDg)r d~v~~lJ~file~tjl .,
100 m2 laboratory space for detector &!'veloprt1eil'f . <';Jrr',) i rf-g~fJ
200 m2 office space for mechanical ct~sighand draltrri.g·~IIi;. '~J:jS'~ -

200 m2 workshop space for productiorrofielectronics '; - ~.I '0, -
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Development projects are carried out with the help of a ~CAD-CAM system.
Computerized storage rooms provide inmediate access to spare parts and materials.
When no major projects are going on in the Institute we can ]i>la-celourifrefSoapacift,f
at outside parties disposal. " ~ r: '1J" I' fl'!"i..J.')£N
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". ..•" n.:nr kU,}I'FWe offer our expertise in:

- developing special instruments
- prototype and small scale serial production
- preparation of mass production
- developing of special measurement andcontrol systems
- maintenance and service of special research equipments.

We are also ready to help to work out ideas of individual entrepreneurs and
inventors, and we are willing to manufacture prototypes or experimental models. We
offer our research and development facilities to small companies and individual
entrepreneurs and they can also count on the help of our development personnel
experienced in international co-operation.



The mechanical workshop is equipped with machinery for:

- cold forming and machining of stainless CrNi steel, AI-alloys and a number
of special material (tantalum, nickel, molybdenum, glass-ceramics, etc.)

- arc cutting of metal (0-50 mm), welding (0.05-5 mm) in Ar atmosphere for
ultra high vacuum requirements

- He and Ar leak testing of pressurized or vacuum vessels.

TYpical products:
- components of high and ultra vacuum systems (10-4-10-9 mbar)
- manual and pneumatic vacuum valves, gate valves (10-3-10-9 mbar)
- oil diffusion pumps (150-4000 lis)
- ion getter pumps (471~QJ/~~;-.
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In the department of electronics the development. work is. based on a CAD
system installed on IBM computers, using laser printers, digital plotters and scanners.
Two-sided printed circuit boards of special electronic units with through hole plating
are routinlyr1fro~ute~~~"(}urlJpF6cftict~~re:available either 'jn: NIM' or c~e
standards-of'in ~lis{drrrU1~dfH'ofms~~'u' "',;' , . ~L;r ;1 ,"':'(,":;':)-';;l:f t, r:~./.::"~:i ,~-: ~;\j/ .:(

TYpical products:
- elec!:,9Ri~w¥t~J~J;"ep,5ILgyand timf(ispectrosc?py instruments
- W~1,ti.?4~~p~IJlUc~effraPJpJ~tuAe,al:1aly~erswith supporting units (live time
correctors, pile;~r:~_lif1irmt9:rsC)et,eJI:':

- analo~u~/f!.gHfdigi.~,aJ,~ig!'f~l,p~9~~~sors
- high voltage, hig%~,apHityW~~s~pplies (1-30 kV) with computer control
- electronic u.qi~~or:q~~9rPP94trp~ss. spectrometers
- low noise electrometers.preamplifiers

• '~" I - ,,:af~u~p"~):!\g~s,~l,ec~ronic,.,~.odules for automatic control.
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lti;'t~r¥actium,tecllnolog.y"aboratory we design, test and install vacuum pumps,
vacuum system components and complete vacuum systems. We are ready to work out
special mass spectroscopic measurement techniques to design and install systems for
special measurements and to carry out the measurements. Gas chromatograph
combined with a mass spectrometer can be developed for special requirements.

TYpical applications:
- mass spectroscopic measurement of gases in fermentation processes
- measurement of gases dissolved in living plants
- analysis of gases from thermo-reactions.

In the detector development laboratorywe produce and service Si(Li) detectors
for spectroscopic purposes. Slicing, profile-boring, etching of Si-crystals, and vacuum
evaporation of Au, Li, AI can be performed. With our X-Ray Fluorescence
equipment we can perform X-ray analyses of powder liquid or solid samples and
detect concentrations of elements of a few ppms. The analyses are backed by
processing and evaluating software packages.



In the cryophysicallaboratory devices based on superconductivity are developed
including special superconducting magnets and ultrasensitive voltmeters and,
magnetometers. Cryotechnical equipments for industrial and laboratory use are
designed and built. Maintenance and repair of Dewar vessels and laboratory nitrogen
and helium liquifiers are performed.

'IYpical products:
- SQUID magnetometer and picovoltmeter
- superconducting magnets
- laboratory helium cryostats, continuous-flow helium cryostats

In the electron spectroscopy laboratory p cial, high-r solution spectro eters are
designed and built, and special electron-spectroscopic investigations are ca ried out.
These instruments are app ied in

- atomic colli io st dies,
identificati of fre molecules,

- depth profiling nd u face analysis,
- -ray toelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) for chemic a ysi,
- chemical stat identification.

Typical devices:
- hemispherica at d ylindrical mirror electro spectrometer vi h high
energy- and a g lar-resolution

- auxiliary electro optics (electron ransport and retar ing lense )
- UV- and X-ray photon sources
- ultra high vacuum chambers for amp e prepara ion, tr n f r an analy is,
- special electron de ectors and preamplifie
- measurement-control and data ac uisition hardware and software
- program packages for data evaluation.

In the laboratory of accelerator development we desig and anufacture
custom-made beam transport elements for low- and medium-energy article
accelerators. Upon the specification of the physical and technical parameters by our
customers an immediate offer can be given on the following units:

- analyzing and deflection magnets
- switching magnets
- electrostatic and magnetic quadrupole lens systems
- vacuum chambers, pumping systems and stabilized power supplies.

Based on our experience in the field of Proton Induced X-ray Emission analytical
technique PIXE chambers to be used both in internal and external beam irradiation
mode are also available from this laboratory.

For more information about our products and services please contact:
Institute of Nuclear Research of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences (ATOMKI)
H-4001 Debrecen, P.O. Box 51., Hungary
Tel.: (36) 52-17-266, Fax: (36) 52-16-181, Telex: 72-210
Director: Dr. J6zsef Palinkas


